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UNIT OVERVIEW

Unit Length

Eight weeks, or 30-35 class periods

Grade Level(s)/Subject(s) Middle school and High School World History

Unit Overview Reflecting the principles of The 1619 Project, this unit plan aims to critically examine a widely accepted

narrative that dominates our national and global subconscious and is reflected in much of society’s

thoughts, discourse, and actions. According to this narrative, the culture and institutions of today’s

Western Hemisphere* are inherently superior to those of the rest of the world. In many ways, this view

may seem uncontroversial. Most adults and children can easily speak to some of the anecdotal indicators

that measure a country’s wealth and strength and they will accurately provide many examples that

indicate western dominance – U.S. military presence around the world, its perceived economic strength

and influence, and the ubiquity of western culture and language. However, many people are not aware of

the historic and contemporary factors and events that shaped these outcomes. Therefore, the goals of this

unit are for students to…

● Examine the historical factors that benefitted western nations and people at the expense and

exploitation of Black people and other persons of color (compelling question one)

● Assess the extent that this exploitation continues today (compelling question two)

● Analyze how western culture, values, and beliefs are used to oppress and maintain superiority

(compelling question three).

There are many topics and potential lessons that align to these goals, but this unit centers the historic and

contemporary link between sugar production, sugar consumption, and oppression throughout students’

exploration of the first two compelling questions as a case study to narrow the size and scope of this unit

into manageable and timely lessons. Compelling question one is explored through analyzing the history

and rise of the global sugar business, the impact of the sugar business, and the benefactors and victims of

the sugar industry.
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Compelling question two takes a contemporary look at how models explored in the history of the sugar

industry are applied in the world today, and the continued effects of the industry. However, compelling

question three extends this study of oppression into another that may seem less obvious to students

initially, but that they may ultimately find to still be pernicious.  After students examine the primarily

economic means by which western nations and corporations established economic dominance, they will

conclude the unit by examining cultural means of domination as part of their exploration of compelling

question three. 

*Given the ideological, economic, and cultural similarities and connectivity between many North

American and Western European nations, this unit implies those regions when it succinctly references

the Western Hemisphere.

Objectives & Outcomes 1. Students investigate and explain the historical factors that benefitted western nations and people

at the expense and exploitation of Black people and other persons of color.

2. Students assess the extent to which this exploitation continues today.

3. Students analyze how western culture, values, and beliefs have been used to oppress and maintain

superiority.

4. Students recognize and challenge varying forms of white supremacy and Western cultural

domination.

5. Students correlate historic and contemporary applications of capitalism with oppression.

Standards Taken from Learning for Justice’s Social Justice Standards

JU.5 Students will recognize traits of the dominant culture, their home culture and other cultures and

understand how they negotiate their own identity in multiple spaces.

JU.14 Students will recognize that power and privilege influence relationships on interpersonal,

intergroup and institutional levels and consider how they have been affected by those dynamics.

AC.20 Students will plan and carry out collective action against bias and injustice in the world and will

evaluate what strategies are most effective.
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Unit Resources Resources for Compelling Question 1: How did the sugar industry oppress indigenous

persons from Africa and the Americas and their descendants?

Trailer to the documentary “Fed Up”

“Sugar” by Khalil Gibran Muhammad

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil Gibran Muhammad from The 1619 Project [.pdf] [.docx]

USDA Sugar Background data  from the U.S. Department of Agriculture

Questions to guide exploration of the USDA Sugar Background resource [.pdf] [.docx]

“How Much Sugar Do You Eat?” resource from the Department of Health and Human Services

Where does sugar come from? documentary from SciShow Kids

“How Sugar Changed the World” by Heather Whipps

Accompanying questions for students’ review of maps related to history of sugar cultivation [.pdf] [.docx]

and the article “How Sugar Changed the World” by Heather Whipps

Map capturing the migration of sugar cultivation from slavevoyages.com

Sugar” by Khalil Gibran Muhammad

Before cotton, sugar established American reliance on slave labor from PBS Newshour

Food and the legacy of slavery podcast from BBC Radio 4

Bittersweet: Sugar, Slavery, Empire and Consumerism in the Atlantic World podcast from Dig Podcasts

Sugar Manufacture in the Antilles Isles from Learning for Justice

How did sugar feed slavery? lesson plan from Learning for Justice

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil Gibran Muhammad [.pdf] [.docx]

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for Before cotton, sugar established American reliance on slave

labor from PBS Newshour

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil Gibran Muhammad and text-dependent questions for the excerpt [.pdf]

[.docx]

The Atlantic Slave Trade: What too few textbooks told you Learning for Justice lesson plan, which includes

a portion of a TEDEd lesson

Slave Voyages, a digital memorial that, “...raises questions about the largest slave trades in history and

offers access to the documentation available to answer them.”

Questions to support student-exploration of the Slave Voyages digital resource [.pdf] [.docx]

Enslaved People’s work on sugar plantations from The Saint Lauretia Project

Resources exploring compelling questions 2: How has the model for the cultivation of

sugar impacted the Western Hemisphere today?

“Poor, Black, and Sick Floridians Battle Big Sugar in Court” by Tony D’Souza
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCUbvOwwfWM
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/xPOGqBS2Bdl7qfEkRtQiCxIWdh5ytXdvjEJMdBoANcGY3JPb4N.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/nwepiO02FjbWMGld0RQY9v82EOTVtnuQx2mzPZ4W9i3cc9noKf.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/vz9s05dkUfrOygGu5r7f3njLQzcOm3thvOcenk8FVdjZ6kFP4d.docx
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/sugar-sweeteners/background/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iy908XUnObaIyID89UJPUNJG3O4rR22bJ7PunsoGybGvbnV9bo.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/cOZXk1jQnwCcTtnk3Em10dZMo31eUw8uBcvz7qbqIOKzlqzYYa.docx
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dphs/nhp/documents/sugar.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhbJqDWtpMM
https://www.livescience.com/4949-sugar-changed-world.html
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/looWVH0GwYP5BuLtWasKEt8Z0VMow1TOEROrlKlUKPJcsSN6XD.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/pw5iKJ8Zee1JTFf5O5TvFkDxA3MPMYkoTXDR29ZE0svMy19SjA.docx
https://www.livescience.com/4949-sugar-changed-world.html
https://www.slavevoyages.org/static/images/assessment/intro-maps/02.jpg
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/xPOGqBS2Bdl7qfEkRtQiCxIWdh5ytXdvjEJMdBoANcGY3JPb4N.pdf
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://digpodcast.org/2020/01/19/bittersweet-sugar-slavery-empire-and-consumerism-in-the-atlantic-world/
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/hard-history/sugar-manufacture-in-the-antilles-isles
https://www.learningforjustice.org/sites/default/files/2018-02/TT-Teaching-Hard-History-American-Slavery-IDM-How-did-Sugar-Feb2018.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/lofVGKyrX8ZDcJmEZCkveUV7biNF1yD7NAtREHLMNVWSIKYBuV.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/os5HFdRxzlxjPVnIDKiwwQQIvvUk3OWKuV5Q3vssu7nMRp8c3h.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/i9YHOHlUnfA8hU4KZQJYeCdRHjNW5I0fgCIc9ZApIYICNf8cP6.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/u2hWt8yd5lWDl2Tf0jV8DdtEopHxqBMcTs1tDC7Fda849tT74x.docx
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor%5C
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor%5C
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kADoSYeQNwtqGZXE9iviDTQ7sFyOs07CPFlEP9XbmavqJyb4aR.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/hjexrLLRw5MlPkFHeBX8rrJ2HfsQsEQgVUIssysGbTNKuUxTrL.docx
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/the-atlantic-slave-trade-what-too-few-textbooks-told-you-0
https://www.slavevoyages.org/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iMQBaNbW2QhxxoUtODrCK2uc9DaaoLeVty9sUOHM3AnA6Z6QF0.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eA7DRmPmR5hpPLdBlM6nJDWsMyh9WR8GBn29OB35gwiPStSYR5.docx
https://runaways.gla.ac.uk/minecraft/index.php/slaves-work-on-sugar-plantations/
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
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“What is Type II Diabetes?” video from Diabetes UK

Diabetes and African Americans statistics from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Daily average sugar intake table by race and income from Healthy Food America.

Facts on Health Disparities and Sugar Drinks from the Center for Science in the Public Interest

Questions [.pdf] [.docx] for The Secrets of Sugar- The Fifth Estate from CBC News ( video clip, 17:40-

20:10)

“New Study Says Sugar Is Toxic—But These Old Ads Say Otherwise” by Lily Rothman for Time

“8 Insane Vintage Ads That Make Sugar Seem Like A Health Food” by Lauren F. Friedman for Business

Insider

Survey questions created by the National Library of Medicine and National Institute of Health about

targeted advertising

Big Business: Food Marketing and Health of African Americans resource from the African American

Collaborative Obesity Research Network and collaborators at the University of Maryland Duke University

Facts on Health Disparities and Sugar Drinks resource from the Center for Science in the Public Interest

Sugar Cane and Sugar Beets site from the nonprofit Open Secrets

Table 2 of the study “The Context for Choice: Health Implications of Targeted Food and Beverage

Marketing to African Americans,” which was published by the National Library of Medicine

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil Gibran Muhammad from The 1619 Project [.pdf] [.docx]

20-minute video “Genealogist Who Tracks Down Modern-Day Slavery Practices” from Vice

“Importing Slavery” from Food Empowerment Project

“Shell makes deal with Cosan in Brazil despite slave labour claims” from the nonprofit Anti-Slavery

“Are your tinned tomatoes picked by slave labor?” by Tobias Jones and Ayo Awokoya for The Guardian

1619 podcast, episode 5: “The Land of Our Fathers, Parts 1 & 2”

Video: “Nestle 'to act over child labour in cocoa industry'” from BBC

Clip from the PBS Frontline documentary Trafficked in America

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for 20-minute video “Genealogist Who Tracks Down Modern-Day

Slavery Practices” from Vice

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for “Importing Slavery” from Food Empowerment Project

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for “Shell makes deal with Cosan in Brazil despite slave labour

claims” from the nonprofit Anti-Slavery

The 1619 Project Podcast Listening Guide

Resources for exploring compelling question 3: How are Western culture, values, and

beliefs enforced around the world, and is that enforcement a form of oppression?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZAjVQWbMlE&t=33s
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlid=18
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/okRONdQVuJGASs9iQcQ2L9FEKaCEQ8yf4iZHBLG5AEGJEO6QvC.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/h3HDTvvpq91AUKaSEdlazldDZOVltV7Ora9CBc4l7fwodweAai.docx
https://youtu.be/K3ksKkCOgTw
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://cspinet.org/sites/default/files/attachment/CSPI%202017%20Facts%20on%20Health%20Disparities%20and%20Sugar%20Drinks.pdf
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/indus.php?ind=A1200
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2509618/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2509618/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kewjH4h2ITR6iG7QawBVkc3gtUim4CJfjcCwXfY2CmbD9SpgiO.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/grqAqxpLej6SXhn3eiGaAAC2bE88Lu2yD4OfrwKea4Z6pE2kB9.docx
https://youtu.be/6OXbJHsKB3I
https://foodispower.org/human-labor-slavery/importing-slavery/
https://www.antislavery.org/shell-makes-deal-cosan-brazil-despite-slave-labour-claims/
https://pulitzercenter.org/stories/are-your-tinned-tomatoes-picked-slave-labor
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/23/podcasts/1619-podcast.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-15917164
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-30v3FP4J4
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/bGBkI9kWghncuJVkesakrHKu3GXSQOmBI6EiqPaOP4FNLaFlj9.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/peLDKN3C6oUL4fD4lWuOGA1phdJT7Z1sYfOW5WPkCqHsKqk5B1.docx
https://youtu.be/6OXbJHsKB3I
https://youtu.be/6OXbJHsKB3I
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/wxLCKKM50zkTRTjfjKZwJy7AfUvpihM7U1BPf4T7GHib3RWCHX.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kyHgo5vQYSZyDEzLUgH4cOPrMfQYhFF5OS14aL75tUMyHfduHq.docx
https://foodispower.org/human-labor-slavery/importing-slavery/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/xbfYZOzfm0XVjFsvn3uo0IRRtXmerBPr62WXcQIviv8WumQRwg.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/b5bRFFdx4JykFY2W7kv9yrYCj1jP0HH6FfvSwiW4fChrRFyONZ.docx
https://www.antislavery.org/shell-makes-deal-cosan-brazil-despite-slave-labour-claims/
https://www.antislavery.org/shell-makes-deal-cosan-brazil-despite-slave-labour-claims/
https://pulitzercenter.org/builder/lesson/1619-podcast-listening-guide
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“White Culture” handout from the training, Transforming White Privilege: A 21st Century

Leadership Capacity, ©CAPD, MP Associates, World Trust Educational Services, 2012. This resource was

used in a training on racial justice conducted by the city of Seattle for its employees.

Examining Identity and Assimilation lesson plan from Learning for Justice

Resource from Learning for Justice on methods and tools  to teach the resource, “Students will discuss the

nature, persistence and impact of the spiritual beliefs and cultures of enslaved people”

Assimilation or Acculturation? Lesson plan from PBS Point of View and documentary clips for the lesson

Assimilation Simulation lesson plan from educator Amanda Borow

What was the purpose of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School? lesson plan from Stanford History

Education Group

● Document A: Newspaper Excerpt [.pdf] [.docx]

● Lesson plan [.pdf] [.docx]

● Slides [.pdf] [.ppt]

“What is Cultural Appropriation” video from the web series Origin of Everything produced by PBS

(:57-1:48)

The guest blog, “Addressing Cultural Appropriation in the Classroom: Tools and Resource” in Education

Week by Jason Papallo and M’Liss DeWald, two staff members at the National Conference for Community

Justice

“Keeping Up with the Kardashians Is Ending. But Their Exploitation of Black Women’s Aesthetics

Continues” by Cady Lang for Time magazine

“The Birth of American Music” by Wesley Morris and/or the related 1619 podcast, episode 3: “The Birth of

American Music”

TikTok Influencer Of Color Faced `Frustrating’ Obstacle Trying To Add The Word ‘Black’ To His Creator

Marketplace Bio” by Abram Brown for Forbes

“Black TikTok creators are on strike to protest a lack of credit for their work” by Sharon Pruitt Young for

NPR can introduce students to the Black TikTok Strike

“Tik Tok’s Black Creators Go on Strike” Kalhan Rosenblatt for NBC News.

Discussion strategies for exploring case studies about cultural appropriation [.pdf] [.docx]

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for “Keeping Up with the Kardashians Is Ending. But Their

Exploitation of Black Women’s Aesthetics Continues” by Cady Lang for Time magazine

Text-dependent questions for videos exploring accusations of cultural appropriation in the fashion

industry [.pdf]l [.docx]

Excerpt of “Popular Music” by Wesley Morris and text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx]
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H0cUWpJ597uPV2hkgzTXCVzkDRlw_byC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H0cUWpJ597uPV2hkgzTXCVzkDRlw_byC/view?usp=sharing
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/lessons/examining-identity-and-assimilation
https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery/summary-objective-12
https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery/summary-objective-12
http://archive.pov.org/woainimommy/lesson-plan/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/zkOa4MmvGBXDD6ZJaD28jVvcXEQ4jrTsvr7G8YB9Qn1CAFCdLc.pdf
https://amandaborow.weebly.com/uploads/4/5/5/0/45500749/assimilation_simulation.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EDtYZTuX6e5AJUQrFXWIq6HfpbccwJH9?usp=sharing
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/sBRz2SpHQoMNGGbTumhEYl7ZEzu7GMJFCK6rlrpz1Wu782B4KJ.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/uW5jK8a7dLM5GlQutFWX7JR1cbfXNRGQQy8FeMmC0Pzx1R5e4s.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/dyerA4qxuZHHPJY4WccIL1dkQ7FBrB5uJTRrL2x9JJwR7Tbk4z.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/juZSaYFnnRFxqcMcgIeei4NOZ8r61siBT4RWR677p6K08HYgiT.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eW4iHKSDPDHCyANlZA3m6BWcGPz0VaYesn8uEYEhVQwnag0i3N.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/cTKwGhhodjt1V1HCrHcCucWy11vqATQIqlQsqUhAL6N8M23Kd9.pptx
https://youtu.be/VQgF1f557YY
https://youtu.be/VQgF1f557YY
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://www.nccj.org/
https://www.nccj.org/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/The%20Birth%20of%20American%20Music%20by%20Wesley%20Morris.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rncWMVEM8rc
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/pCnX6p0FQ28XLY8CcABjgQMAW0HUitkQc722qAjcqQ0EVofv1n.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/uRVUQSqKvQEOv3Hbbx4kcFV9OKuibmG5sWFxXb1yfhNFFrbKK2.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/qp3k4DHNofWJKiONsSvj0SWbFB33W83ZEgesEPNeUMIEjGl4pS.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/lrSrquV7dEnMsUrgGS5rzryVcf5pXWhF4M8W5bszslHRgWPgqD.docx
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iOd2z3VqBB5EzeLz6zZo6r88TmzrRq0Yk1sH9fbUrmDhp5Pyy1.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/qQOpdr7qLsxz0ZR7cqrjBplCCxn2pJKX8EV7ASYOLAu2PRG6PN.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eYJjgjf507R9LdJQYYdkZQjrjDFkVmiOWTuPVEYt9HcYzafFqL.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eYFXUWvfIdmw2Wj8b9fTRw77eKAkT32HEOGqCk7OylvikSfihI.docx
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Text-dependent question [.pdf] [.docx] for resources from NPR, NBC News, and Forbes on strikes by

Black creators on Tik-Tok

Background lesson plans on imperialism and globalization from the Origins program at Ohio State

University

Video from an NBC local news affiliate KTAL news in Shreveport, Louisiana about protests against a

sagging pants ordinance

Lesson plan, “Hair, Identity, and Bias” from the Anti-Defamation League

“Here are some of the best reactions to Turkey Leg Hut’s new dress code” by Shelby Stewart for the

Houston Chronicle

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for “Here are some of the best reactions to Turkey Leg Hut’s new

dress code” by Shelby Stewart for the Houston Chronicle

Video, “Outrage after high school wrestler forced to cut his hair” from ABC News

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for the video, “Outrage after high school wrestler forced to cut his

hair” from ABC News

The lesson plan, “The School-to-Prison Pipeline” by Joseph A. Scarpa from Montclair University

The blog, “Requiring Students to Walk in Straight Lines, a punitive measure or effective management?”

from EdLanta

“Standardizing Imperialism” by Christine Sleeter for the nonprofit Rethinking Schools

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for “Standardizing Imperialism” by Christine Sleeter for the

nonprofit Rethinking Schools

The article and video, “Boston Schools Have Vowed to Combat ‘Racist’ Maps. Experts Want a Better

Geography Curriculum” by Kevin Mahnken for The 74th

Discussion questions [.pdf] [.docx] for the video, “Privilege Explained” produced by podcaster and blogger

Jay Shetty

The lesson plan, “Talking about Race and Privilege” from the National Association of School Psychologists

The lesson plan, “The History of Minstrel Shows and Jim Crow”  from the Gilder Lehrman Center for the

Study of Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition at Yale University

CBS Sunday Morning piece, “Blackface, a cultural history of a racist art form,” by Maurice Dubois

This video from The Guardian combines interview excerpts with Robin DiAngelo and pop culture video

segments to introduce the term “white fragility” and explore how white fragility reinforces racism.

Text-dependent questions [.pdf] [.docx] for the article, “The lengthy history of white politicians wearing

blackface — and getting a pass” by Cleve R. Wootson Jr. for The Washington Post
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https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/mhUKZVjTwtneR4LxAAPuhduTbU8BY9prNDW9p8Hxcg9YiCvaW6.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/gROZTIfRXY5E6sWRDOWIZXC8wDD8H9VESlQd2RoH6f9tugM0HF.docx
https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGPp5OCQERw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGPp5OCQERw
https://www.adl.org/media/9973/download
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UD6XLULU6eXnMiI1iRbC2GiqVLSsKI4Yctp1RB6VU0w/edit?usp=sharing
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kbdY20JLpaoxHwKtq76MfVQjBTMBAq8yxa6mlNF2Jc3sFcQNyO.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/hpsEuD4J53VdVH1TZtSWis7OQRj8Kg3Fjkjr7ihFbnTHYrvUrv.docx
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/darcagLLWccdOLnD9fNjq4zHe9xLT1CrJygiVLGCwPMo6IFCty.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/sk2uytmJzv5vB7cAYSsxxLu6HQeUjHYyEkjAwMRhcOhGpmYKFa.docx
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://www.montclair.edu/holocaust-genocide-and-human-rights-education-project/wp-content/uploads/sites/176/2018/10/Joseph-Scarpa_Lesson-Plan.pdf
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ly7ufOtR4eZCMI_2QlsICrfqTnzA_VoHCiw4FZyytjA/edit?usp=sharing
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/jduEQdRvjuAkIBDa2dkHLZkrCaktkRauPHmzf99BT69OgUd3Rp.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/cAhhmkyeorlenmqeDoHTFyE4FtdyfdI3IcbmKn65VPNjiRXucf.docx
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pnwjlcuzZN3CKCvYiJ1wjorMMVHcn2dH/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113616191279796447313&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/tkaDGcrbF6o4iq4EOnoqjOQZyDiMytRPFhZ7v6Q1dFX7EyxOXm.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/im8x1sDk1HeL4SoTN7ncb5zSLS2WGFwYyq5sIypfgRHYq8lpzI.docx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://glc.yale.edu/outreach/teaching-resources/teacher-professional-development-programs/past-teacher-development-15
https://glc.yale.edu/outreach/teaching-resources/teacher-professional-development-programs/past-teacher-development-15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqlD-eZm1ck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvIO2GU8yTU
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/dpKqMR4AFXrJBDIo3KoVdqFbGBJJPXdxmhvZXJg0mt2LPkSo4q.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/s4q10wODI0u295RwPuUKL5sKF53IoxlZXZMtMM3iIiHStYcY9E.docx
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/02/16/lengthy-history-white-politicians-who-wore-blackface-got-pass/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/02/16/lengthy-history-white-politicians-who-wore-blackface-got-pass/
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Performance Task Note: The summative performance task options described below should be implemented at the

conclusion of the unit, following student completion of the formative assessments for all three compelling

questions. However, the teacher should actually introduce the performance task, along with the essential

question, at the beginning of the unit. This will help frame for students what they are working towards

with the completion of every individual lesson and compelling question. The teacher may also periodically

build in time and opportunities for students to record their evolving thoughts and evidence on the

essential question for the unit. This will not only support them in their completion of the performance task

at the end of the unit, but it will also help smooth the transition from the final compelling question and

formative assessment to the performance task.

The writers of this unit created three different options for the performance task that all share common

goals.

Goal: The goals of this performance task are for students to:

1. Recognize and challenge varying forms of white supremacy and Western cultural domination.

2. Describe the historic and current links that exist between capitalism and oppression.

Performance Task Option 1

Role: Students will assume the role of a grassroots organization that seeks to educate Black individuals

and families throughout the Americas and create action on issues of financial and cultural dominance

perpetuated in the Western Hemisphere.

Audience: The target audience represents Black families in America.

Situation: In an attempt to dismantle systems that uphold oppression, students will work in groups to

simulate a grassroots organization that has determined that the best course of action is to create a protest

that informs Black communities on the ways that resources like sugar have benefitted some while

oppressing others both in the past and in present-day. Students then develop a call to action that

encourages a boycott of specific sugar brands and provides healthy alternative sweeteners.

Product/Performance: The final product will be the creation of an action plan that describes what is

required to plan and simulate a protest around their school campus.  Students will work in groups of five

and will be assigned one of the following roles: 
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● Speaker: The face and spokesperson of the grassroots organization.      

● Artist: Responsible for creating art (posters, poems, songs, commercials)

● Historian: In charge of taking pictures or recording video(iPad) 

● Statistician: Responsible for collecting data

● Social Media/Organizer: Responsible for branding, advertising, and promoting the protest.

The action plan for this protest  will include:

● Stated goals and objectives

● Means to accomplish goals and objectives

● Required resources and personnel

● Advanced planning for the action

● Agenda for the protest with minute-by-minute planning

● Descriptions or samples of materials that will be utilized

Performance Task Option 2

Role: Students will assume the roles of producers, directors, writers, and historians to research and plan a

documentary that highlights the challenges faced by marginalized communities as they try to preserve

their culture throughout history. Students will show how cultures have been marginalized, and how

marginalized cultures have been adapted and sold to mainstream audiences without benefiting the people

who created the cultures.

Audience: PBS, National Geographic, The History Channel, Discovery, BET, and other Public Entities

who represent marginalized communities and produce documentary films.

Situation: While students are learning that people have a history of exchanging cultural practices, they

will work to exhibit how certain cultural practices that originate from certain communities are being

exploited by others. Students will show how Western cultures have been influenced by outside entities,

and how western culture capitalizes off of the monetization of the cultural practices from other cultures.

Students will also show how the communities whose cultures have been appropriated have been oppressed

for expressing that culture throughout history. The exhibition of this practice is done in hopes to bring

awareness to not only the students themselves, but to the mainstream audiences that digest and invest in

the appropriation of marginalized cultures.
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Product/Performance: Students will create a documentary that highlights the origin of appropriated

and oppressed cultures, beginning with cultural practices adopted and restricted by Western Europeans in

Mid Century Europe/America (ex: Covering of black women’s hair during Chattel Slavery- the increased

popularity of cornrows in high fashion), and they will show how this practice of appropriating cultures has

progressed to modern-day appropriation by contemporary artists and other public figures and

institutions.

Performance Task Option 3

Role: Students will assume the role of social activists who seek to educate Black individuals and families

throughout the Americas and create actions on the issues of financial and cultural dominance perpetuated

in the Western Hemisphere.

Assessment/Evaluation Formative Assessment #1 (To be implemented upon completion of all compelling question 1 lessons)

● Students list reasons for and against sugar corporations that used enslaved labor having to pay

reparations to the descendants of those people. Time permitting, students may then turn their list

into brief letters to members of Congress that advocate for or against paying reparations.

Formative Assessment #2 (To be implemented upon completion of all compelling question 2 lessons)

● Students identify causes and corresponding effects of sugar’s impact on the Western Hemisphere.

Students can then determine the most significant effect, and provide reasoning. Time permitting,

students can create a billboard advertisement highlighting their position on the lasting impact of

the sugar industry. The billboard should provide data to substantiate the arguments made on the

billboard.

Formative Assessment #3 (To be implemented upon completion of all compelling question 3 lessons)

● Students will identify current examples of ways that western culture, values and beliefs are

enforced in society and mass media. Students then develop and support a series of claims over

whether or not these are forms of oppression. Time permitting, students may design a basic plan

for a documentary that highlights the origin and evolution of cultures that have been appropriated

and oppressed.

Summative Assessment

For the performance task, teachers should build a rubric [.pdf] [.docx] based on the following descriptions.
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Performance Task Option 1

A successful protest (group project)

● Speaker: Record video of speech bringing awareness to the community about an injustice

centered around an issue we discussed.

● Artist: Must produce two forms of art that capture the message you are bringing to the intended

audience

● Historian: Must produce a short documentary/photo slideshow of your group’s activism.

● Statistician: Must collect and present signatures for petition/assembly. 

● Social Media/Organizer: Must create __  posts/tweets that are seen, liked, or shared at least

___ times.

Performance Task Option 2

The documentaries shall: 

● Inform viewers of the historical relevance of Western cultures appropriating and capitalizing off of

cultures created by communities that have been marginalized.

● Inform viewers of how historically marginalized communities rarely profit from the ways that their

cultures have been appropriated.

● Inform viewers of the impact of  cultural appropriation

1. The documentaries will be judged by a rubric that highlights…

● the depth of historical content shown in the film, and how the students were able to tie the history

of cultural appropriation to modern-day occurrences (ex: Minstrel Shows v. Black Face worn by

public figures or the appropriation of sound and performance from Black artists by White artists)

● How well documentaries expose the ways that historically marginalized communities and their

cultures are exploited, and capitalized upon.

The documentaries will encourage students to do research on multiple cultures and show how those

cultures are experienced through multiple perspectives.

Performance Task Option 3

Videos should be evaluated using a rubric that analyzes how well videos to the following:
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1. Inform viewers on the history of the increased desire for sugar, which led to the oppression of

Black populations in the past and present.

2. Include and explain the significance of at least two specific data points relating to sugar and health

disparities, or economic and political activity by sugar corporations.

3. Include a call to action/boycott of at least two specific sugar brands.

4. Provide at least two alternative options for sweeteners.

5. Present information and arguments in a creative, accurate and compelling way.
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UNIT PACING/DAILY LESSONS

Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 1

Compelling Question 1: How did the sugar industry oppress indigenous persons from Africa and the Americas and their descendants?

Day 1 Trailer to the documentary

“Fed Up”

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from

The 1619 Project [.pdf]

[.docx]

Compelling Question1,

Supporting Question 1:

Who in the world today

benefits from the

production of sugar and

how?

Potential Hook

● As a possible hook to the unit

and this first lesson, educators

can share the trailer to the

documentary “Fed Up,” which

introduces the dangers and

dependency on sugar that the

world faces. Teachers would need

to explain that this unit will

explore the negative impacts of

sugar on Black Americans

specifically, and how the sugar

industry has enriched nations in

the Western Hemisphere for over

300 years.

Potential Material

● This excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from The

1619 Project describes the

production of sugar today, and

historically, and the vast amount

USDA Sugar Background data

from the U.S. Department of

Agriculture

Questions to guide exploration

of the USDA Sugar Background

resource [.pdf] [.docx]
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCUbvOwwfWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCUbvOwwfWM
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of wealth generated from sugar

production. While reading,

students can annotate or record

the amount of money generated

today, and who seems to be the

primary recipients of that wealth.

Annotation directions are

included. Modified reading levels

may be available through

Newsela.

Additional Resource:

● USDA Sugar Background

includes key facts and data

points re: sugar production that

teachers may pull to create

observation, analysis, and

inference questions for students.

Students can read the section

title titled “U.S. Sugar Production

and answer questions such as

these.

Optional Activity:

Students may create a news report

based on the supporting question using

the provided resources.

3-5 days “How Much Sugar Do You

Eat?” resource from the

Department of Health and

Human Services

Compelling Question1,

Supporting Question 2:

How is sugar made and

where does it come

from?

Suggested implementation:

Teachers may compile and organize

information from the provided sources

into stations that students rotate

Resource to analyze data on

sugar production [.pdf] [.docx]

Accompanying questions for

students’ review of maps
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Where does sugar come

from? documentary from

SciShow Kids

“How Sugar Changed the

World” by Heather Whipps

through in order to answer the essential

question.

Text Sources

● The “How Much Sugar Do You

Eat?” resource from the

Department of Health and

Human Services describes the

popularity of sugar and how

much sugar Americans consume

per year. Students can read

through the infographic and

complete an activity such as a

3-2-1 (3 new facts they learned,

2 implications for their own life,

and 1 change in their lifestyle

they can commit to based on

what they learned.) 

Videos

● Where does sugar come from? is

a three-minute video from

SciShow Kids that describes how

sugar is made. Teachers can use

the video to teach the sugar

production process, identify

environments ideal for

cultivating sugarcane, and lead

students to speculate the labor

that is required to produce sugar.

Maps and Data Sources

● Sugar Production and

Consumption by Country (data

related to history of sugar

cultivation [.pdf] [.docx] and

the article “How Sugar

Changed the World” by Heather

Whipps

Map capturing the migration of

sugar cultivation from

slavevoyages.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhbJqDWtpMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhbJqDWtpMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhbJqDWtpMM
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from Statista) reveals the

countries that produce the most

sugar in the world today and how

much sugar they consume.

Students may use this resource to

analyze data with observations

and inferences.

● Map 1 and Map 2 show where

sugarcane originated and spread.

● Students can compare this

information with sugar

production today and then read

how sugar spread to the Western

Hemisphere. Students may

answer these accompanying

questions. This additional map

from Slave Voyages may also be

used.

3-5 days “Sugar” by Khalil Gibran

Muhammad

Before cotton, sugar

established American

reliance on slave labor from

PBS Newshour

Food and the legacy of

slavery podcast from BBC

Radio 4

Bittersweet: Sugar, Slavery,

Empire and Consumerism in

Compelling Question1,

Supporting Question 3:

How did sugar

production feed slavery?

Implementation:

Teachers may elect to implement the full

C3 inquiry, including the introduction,

sources, and formative and summative

assessments. The teacher may also

select specific resources for either an

alternate lesson or condensed inquiry.

Teachers may also choose to use any of

the additional resources as a

supplement or supplement.

Existing Lesson Plan and Inquiry:

● How did sugar feed slavery? is a

C3 inquiry from Learning for

How did sugar feed slavery?

Lesson plan

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad [.pdf]

[.docx]

Text-dependent questions

[.pdf] [.docx] for Before cotton,

sugar established American

reliance on slave labor from

PBS Newshour
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https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.learningforjustice.org/sites/default/files/2018-02/TT-Teaching-Hard-History-American-Slavery-IDM-How-did-Sugar-Feb2018.pdf
https://www.learningforjustice.org/sites/default/files/2018-02/TT-Teaching-Hard-History-American-Slavery-IDM-How-did-Sugar-Feb2018.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/lofVGKyrX8ZDcJmEZCkveUV7biNF1yD7NAtREHLMNVWSIKYBuV.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/os5HFdRxzlxjPVnIDKiwwQQIvvUk3OWKuV5Q3vssu7nMRp8c3h.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/i9YHOHlUnfA8hU4KZQJYeCdRHjNW5I0fgCIc9ZApIYICNf8cP6.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/u2hWt8yd5lWDl2Tf0jV8DdtEopHxqBMcTs1tDC7Fda849tT74x.docx
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
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the Atlantic World podcast

from Dig Podcasts

Sugar Manufacture in the

Antilles Isles from Learning

for Justice

Justice that includes all required

resources, materials, and guiding

questions. This inquiry can also

answer the supporting question

below. Note: This inquiry is

designed for ES/MS. HS

teachers may choose to

increase rigor by

substituting resources

and/or tasks.

Additional Potential Material:

Text Sources

● Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from The

1619 Project describes the

conditions of enslaved persons

working in sugar cane

plantations and mills.

Annotation directions are

included.

● Strategies like S-I-T or Graffiti

Boards may help students

process the difficult material and

can be used before, during, or

after the readings.

● Modified reading levels may be

available through Newsela.

Podcasts and Videos

● Before cotton, sugar established

American reliance on slave labor

is a seven-minute interview with
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/hard-history/sugar-manufacture-in-the-antilles-isles
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/hard-history/sugar-manufacture-in-the-antilles-isles
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/hard-history/sugar-manufacture-in-the-antilles-isles
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/lofVGKyrX8ZDcJmEZCkveUV7biNF1yD7NAtREHLMNVWSIKYBuV.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/lofVGKyrX8ZDcJmEZCkveUV7biNF1yD7NAtREHLMNVWSIKYBuV.pdf
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/s-i-t-surprising-interesting-troubling
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/graffiti-boards
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/graffiti-boards
https://newsela.com/read/nyt-1619-sugar-slave-trade-slavery/id/2000000230/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
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Khalil Gibran Muhammad,

author of the sugar article in The

1619 Project. Muhammad

explains how American sugar

production cemented slavery

within the U.S. economy -- and

how its legacy endures.

Text-dependent questions are

included here for Before cotton,

sugar established American

reliance on slave labor from PBS

Newshour

● Food and the legacy of slavery is

a podcast that investigates the

hidden story of slavery in our

food.

● Bittersweet: Sugar, Slavery,

Empire and Consumerism in the

Atlantic World is a podcast that

aligns to the supporting question.

Illustrations

● Sugar Manufacture in the

Antilles Isles from Learning for

Justice includes an illustration

from the Library of Congress

depicting a scene in which

enslaved people are working on a

sugar mill in the Antilles. The

resource also includes written

commentary for the photo by

Charles de Rochefort.

Text-dependent questions are

included.
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https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/i9YHOHlUnfA8hU4KZQJYeCdRHjNW5I0fgCIc9ZApIYICNf8cP6.pdf
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/before-cotton-sugar-established-american-reliance-on-slave-labor
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000lstp
https://digpodcast.org/2020/01/19/bittersweet-sugar-slavery-empire-and-consumerism-in-the-atlantic-world/
https://digpodcast.org/2020/01/19/bittersweet-sugar-slavery-empire-and-consumerism-in-the-atlantic-world/
https://digpodcast.org/2020/01/19/bittersweet-sugar-slavery-empire-and-consumerism-in-the-atlantic-world/
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/hard-history/sugar-manufacture-in-the-antilles-isles
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/hard-history/sugar-manufacture-in-the-antilles-isles
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Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 2

Continuing to Explore Compelling Question 1:

How did the sugar industry oppress indigenous persons from Africa and the Americas, and their descendants?

2-3 days Enslaved People’s work on

sugar plantations from The

Saint Lauretia Project

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from

The 1619 Project [.pdf]

[.docx]

Compelling Question1,

Supporting Question 4:

How did the sugar trade

reinforce inequalities

throughout the Western

Hemisphere?

Students engage with the compelling

question by examining a combination of

the resources below.

Potential Material:

Text Sources

● This excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from The

1619 Project describes wealth

generated from sugar throughout

colonial America.

Text-dependent questions are

included. Modified reading levels

may be available through

Newsela.

● The article, “Enslaved People’s

work on sugar plantations” from

the University of Glasgow’s Saint

Lauretia Project describes the

conditions in which enslaved

people on sugar plantations lived

and worked. As the piece points

Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad and

text-dependent questions for

the excerpt [.pdf] [.docx]

The Atlantic Slave Trade: What

too few textbooks told you

Learning for Justice lesson

plan, which includes a portion

of a TEDEd lesson

Slave Voyages, a digital

memorial that, “...raises

questions about the largest

slave trades in history and

offers access to the

documentation available to

answer them.”

Questions to support

student-exploration of the Slave

Voyages digital resource [.pdf]

[.docx]
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https://runaways.gla.ac.uk/minecraft/index.php/slaves-work-on-sugar-plantations/
https://runaways.gla.ac.uk/minecraft/index.php/slaves-work-on-sugar-plantations/
https://runaways.gla.ac.uk/minecraft/index.php/slaves-work-on-sugar-plantations/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kADoSYeQNwtqGZXE9iviDTQ7sFyOs07CPFlEP9XbmavqJyb4aR.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/hjexrLLRw5MlPkFHeBX8rrJ2HfsQsEQgVUIssysGbTNKuUxTrL.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kADoSYeQNwtqGZXE9iviDTQ7sFyOs07CPFlEP9XbmavqJyb4aR.pdf
https://newsela.com/read/nyt-1619-sugar-slave-trade-slavery/id/2000000230/
https://newsela.com/read/nyt-1619-sugar-slave-trade-slavery/id/2000000230/
https://runaways.gla.ac.uk/minecraft/index.php/slaves-work-on-sugar-plantations/
https://runaways.gla.ac.uk/minecraft/index.php/slaves-work-on-sugar-plantations/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kADoSYeQNwtqGZXE9iviDTQ7sFyOs07CPFlEP9XbmavqJyb4aR.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/hjexrLLRw5MlPkFHeBX8rrJ2HfsQsEQgVUIssysGbTNKuUxTrL.docx
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/the-atlantic-slave-trade-what-too-few-textbooks-told-you-0
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/the-atlantic-slave-trade-what-too-few-textbooks-told-you-0
https://www.slavevoyages.org/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iMQBaNbW2QhxxoUtODrCK2uc9DaaoLeVty9sUOHM3AnA6Z6QF0.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eA7DRmPmR5hpPLdBlM6nJDWsMyh9WR8GBn29OB35gwiPStSYR5.docx
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out, primary source lithographs

and illustrations of sugar

cultivation and production are

unreliable given the illustrator

and their motive. As an activity,

students can compare the text

descriptions with the images,

point out differences, assess

accuracy, and make inferences

re: the motives behind the way

the lithographs were created.

Podcasts and Videos

● The Atlantic Slave Trade: What

too few textbooks told you is a

portion of a TEDEd lesson that

includes a six-minute video with

text-dependent questions from

Learning for Justice.

Digital Sources

● Slave Voyages is a digital

memorial that “raises questions

about the largest slave trades in

history and offers access to the

documentation available to

answer them.” Key resources

include maps, a 3-D video of a

slave ship, estimates of the

numbers of persons who

embarked and disembarked on

slave ships that can be viewed by

year, flagship country, and

disembarkation region, and a
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https://www.brown.edu/Facilities/John_Carter_Brown_Library/exhibitions/sugar/pages/teaching.html
https://www.brown.edu/Facilities/John_Carter_Brown_Library/exhibitions/sugar/pages/teaching.html
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/the-atlantic-slave-trade-what-too-few-textbooks-told-you-0
https://www.learningforjustice.org/classroom-resources/texts/the-atlantic-slave-trade-what-too-few-textbooks-told-you-0
https://www.slavevoyages.org/
https://www.slavevoyages.org/voyage/maps#introductory-
https://www.slavevoyages.org/voyage/ship#slave-
https://www.slavevoyages.org/voyage/ship#slave-
https://www.slavevoyages.org/assessment/estimates?selected_tab=timeline
https://www.slavevoyages.org/assessment/estimates?selected_tab=timeline
https://www.slavevoyages.org/assessment/estimates?selected_tab=timeline
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time-lapse that displays the

movement of people across the

Atlantic.

o Teachers may use the

database for students to

investigate and answer

questions that are

presented to them or that

they themselves create.

Additional resources

include an

Intra-American Database

that shows the movement

of people within the

Western Hemisphere, an

African Names Database,

and Image Galleries.

1 day Compelling Question1

formative assessment:

How did the sugar

industry oppress

indigenous persons from

Africa and the Americas

and their descendants?

Formative Assessment #1:

Students list reasons for and against

sugar corporations that used enslaved

labor having to pay reparations to the

descendants of people who were

enslaved on sugar plantations. The lists

should incorporate details from the

resources explored in the previous

lessons.

Time permitting, students may then turn

their list into a brief letter to members of

Congress that advocates for or against

paying reparations.
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https://www.slavevoyages.org/voyage/database#timelapse
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iMQBaNbW2QhxxoUtODrCK2uc9DaaoLeVty9sUOHM3AnA6Z6QF0.pdf
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Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 3 and 4

Compelling Question 2: How has the model for the cultivation of sugar impacted the Western Hemisphere today?

2-3 days

“Poor, Black, and Sick

Floridians Battle Big Sugar

in Court” by Tony D’Souza

“What is Type II Diabetes?”

video from Diabetes UK

Diabetes and African

Americans statistics from the

U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services

Daily average sugar intake

table by race and income

from Healthy Food America

Facts on Health Disparities

and Sugar Drinks from the

Center for Science in the

Public Interest

Compelling Question 2,

Supporting Question 1:

What impact has sugar

had on the health of

Black communities in

the Western

Hemisphere?

Suggested Implementation for this

compelling question:

Exploration of this supporting question

is broken up into two min-lessons.

Teachers may design a performance task

for these mini-lessons that requires

groups of students to create a

one-minute Public Service

Announcement, or a one-page flyer, that

informs targeted groups of the dangers

of sugar consumption and provides

alternative nutritional options for sugar.

Students should include and explain

supporting and relevant data. They

should also utilize information from the

unit to demonstrate historical

connections between the negative

impacts of sugar on various

communities and the growth of the

sugar industry in the U.S. 

Day 1: Environmental impacts of

sugar production

Potential Hook:
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https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlid=18
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlid=18
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlid=18
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlid=18
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
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What would you do?: Students are

presented with the following scenario.

They then engage in a Think, Pair, Share

using the questions following each

scenario in order to generate a class

discussion about each scenario. 

Scenario: Imagine that you live in a

small community located near a car

factory that has employed most of your

family and friends for several

generations. You’ve seen your loved ones

able to purchase small homes and

vehicles, send their children to

community college, etc as a result of

their jobs. You’ve also seen members of

your family and community suffer from

health issues as a result of the old-school

methods that emit pollution from the

factory and into the atmosphere

surrounding the town. The car factory

claims that the air quality is safe, and

attempts to convince local lawmakers of

the same, despite evidence of sickened

community members. 

o What is the issue?

o What is at stake for the

community? The

company?

o What should your

community do to resolve

this issue? Why?  

Resource for Day 1:
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https://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/think-pair-share
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“Poor, Black, and Sick Floridians Battle

Big Sugar in Court” a news article that

details a very recent class action lawsuit

filed mostly by African-American

community members who reside near

sugarcane fields in Western Palm Beach

County, FL. The lawsuit claims that the

annual burning of the sugar stalks result

in numerous respiratory illnesses that

impact the members of these

economically disadvantaged

communities. Teachers may elect to

facilitate a discussion that consider the

following: 

● What is the basis of the lawsuit?

● Why would some community

members speak out against the

lawsuit? 

● What evidence from the text

supports the theory that race and

economic status play a key role in

this issue? 

● What can the residents do to

further their cause? What can we

do to assist? 

Day 2: Health impacts of sugar

production

Resources:

“What is Type II Diabetes?” video from

Diabetes UK - This video details the

causes and effects of Type II diabetes

and preventative measures to reduce the
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https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-targets-sugar-industry-in-florida-everglades-11834085?media=AMP+HTML
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risk. Teachers may use this video to

provide background information on

diabetes and elicit a discussion that may

connect their experiences to the topic. 

Data Analysis:

Students use the Say, Mean, Matter

strategy to analyze various statistics in

order to make sense of the impact of

diabetes on African American

communities, and the role that sugar has

played in increasing the prevalence of

Type II diabetes.  

● Diabetes and African Americans:

This site from the U.S.

Department of Health and

Human Services compares

diabetes diagnosis rates, death

rates, and complication and

hospitalization rates of Black,

white and Hispanic people in the

United States.

● Daily average sugar intake table

by race and income from Healthy

Food America.

● Facts on Health Disparities and

Sugar Drinks from the Center for

Science in the Public Interest:

This one-page summary includes

facts and statistics on economic

and intentional social factors that

contribute to disparities within

the Black and Hispanic
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http://www.suttonclassroom.com/uploads/9/0/6/0/9060273/new_say_mean_matter3.pdf
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlid=18
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.healthyfoodamerica.org/sugartoolkit_overview
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
https://www.cspinet.org/resource/facts-health-risks-sugar-drinks
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communities as related to sugar

consumption and health risks.

2 days “New Study Says Sugar Is

Toxic—But These Old Ads

Say Otherwise” by Lily

Rothman for Time

“8 Insane Vintage Ads That

Make Sugar Seem Like A

Health Food” by Lauren F.

Friedman for Business

Insider

Survey questions created by

the National Library of

Medicine and National

Institute of Health about

targeted advertising

Big Business: Food

Marketing and Health of

African Americans resource

from the African American

Collaborative Obesity

Research Network and

collaborators at the

University of Maryland Duke

University

The Secrets of Sugar- The

Fifth Estate from CBC News

(video clip, 17:40- 20:10)

Compelling Question 2,

Supporting Question 2:

How have advertising

and politics impacted

sugar consumption in

Black communities?

Students explore supporting question 2

for this compelling question by engaging

with two mini-lessons. Potential

structures and resources for the

mini-lessons are outlined below:

Potential hook(s): 

Day 1

Students review the articles, “New Study

Says Sugar Is Toxic—But These Old Ads

Say Otherwise” from Time and “8 Insane

Vintage Ads That Make Sugar Seem Like

A Health Food” from Business Insider.

Both articles provide images of ads that

previously misled consumers about the

impact of sugar on the body.

Working in groups, students analyze

several images in order to identify and

explain misinformation presented in

each. Students then discuss their

findings as a class. Students should then

consider the following: 

1. What is the purpose of each ad

and who is each ad targeting?

2. What is the intended message of

each ad?

3. What groups of people do these

ads impact? How? 

Questions for The Secrets of

Sugar- The Fifth Estate from

CBC News ( video clip, 17:40-

20:10) [.pdf] [.docx]
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https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5707955/table/ijerph-14-01316-t001/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBSG9ew-qazHRBQfIaQ3O4nJQUwOuAqN/view
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https://youtu.be/K3ksKkCOgTw
https://youtu.be/K3ksKkCOgTw
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://time.com/4088772/sugar-information-history/
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/vintage-sugar-as-diet-aid-ads-2014-10
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Facts on Health Disparities

and Sugar Drinks resource

from the Center for Science

in the Public Interest

Sugar Cane and Sugar Beets

site from the nonprofit Open

Secrets

Table 2 of the study “The

Context for Choice: Health

Implications of Targeted

Food and Beverage

Marketing to African

Americans,” which was

published by the National

Library of Medicine

Day 2

Teachers can elect to present students

with youth and/or adult survey

questions created by the National

Library of Medicine and National

Institute of Health about targeted

advertising in order to stimulate a

classroom discussion about how

targeting advertising is connected to

sugar consumption.

Possible Lessons:

Day 1: Advertising

● Advertising: The resource Big

Business: Food Marketing and

Health of African Americans

from the African American

Collaborative Obesity Research

Network and collaborators at the

University of Maryland Duke

University discusses the four P’s

of advertising (product, price,

promotion, and placement) and

how each is used to influence

Black consumers.

● This resource can be explored as

part of a jigsaw activity that

requires student groups to

explain one of the four P’s to

their classmates, and how that

marketing strategy has been used
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to advertise sugar to Black

communities.

Day 2: Politics

● Students review the YouTube

video clip, The Secrets of Sugar-

The Fifth Estate ( video clip,

17:40- 20:10) from CBC News,

which details the sugar industry’s

involvement in quelling scientific

studies that may have identified

sugar as a life-altering substance

that results in failing health for

those who regularly consume

specific products.

o Teacher may wish to pose

these questions in order

to generate a discussion.

● Students review the Sugar Cane

and Sugar Beets site from the

nonprofit Open Secrets, which

details the contributions of

specific sugar companies to U.S.

political parties and members of

Congress.

o Teachers may encourage

students to individually

explore data, or preselect

several infographics for

student analysis.

Students can use the

Notice and Wonder

strategy to help draw

conclusions about the

involvement and
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influence that the sugar

industry has had on

American politics. 

Other Resources:

● Facts on Health Disparities and

Sugar Drinks resource from the

Center for Science in the Public

Interest: The last section of this

one-page summary includes facts

and statistics on the beverage

industry’s intentional targeting

of low-income and minority

consumers. 

● Teachers may engage students in

exploring data points from Table

2 of the study “The Context for

Choice: Health Implications of

Targeted Food and Beverage

Marketing to African

Americans,” published by the

National Library of Medicine. 

2 days Excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from

The 1619 Project [.pdf]

[.docx]

20-minute video

“Genealogist Who Tracks

Down Modern-Day Slavery

Practices” from Vice

Compelling Question 2,

Supporting Question 3:

How does the

production and

consumption of sugar in

the modern world still

contribute to injustice

and inequality?

Implementation:

Students engage with supporting

question 3 of compelling question 2 by

exploring the following resources on

their own or in small groups.

Teachers may design an abridged

mini-research lesson as a part of this

exploration in which small groups of

students are provided with

Text-dependent questions for

20-minute video “Genealogist

Who Tracks Down Modern-Day

Slavery Practices” from Vice

[.pdf] [.docx]

Text-dependent questions for

“Importing Slavery” from Food

Empowerment Project

[.pdf] [.docx]
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https://cspinet.org/sites/default/files/attachment/CSPI%202017%20Facts%20on%20Health%20Disparities%20and%20Sugar%20Drinks.pdf
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https://foodispower.org/human-labor-slavery/importing-slavery/
https://foodispower.org/human-labor-slavery/importing-slavery/
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https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kyHgo5vQYSZyDEzLUgH4cOPrMfQYhFF5OS14aL75tUMyHfduHq.docx
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“Importing Slavery” from

Food Empowerment Project

“Shell makes deal with Cosan

in Brazil despite slave labour

claims” from the nonprofit

Anti-Slavery

“Are your tinned tomatoes

picked by slave labor?” by

Tobias Jones and Ayo

Awokoya for The Guardian

1619 podcast, episode 5: “The

Land of Our Fathers, Parts 1

& 2”

Video: “Nestle 'to act over

child labour in cocoa

industry” from BBC

Clip from the PBS Frontline

documentary Trafficked in

America

teacher-selected materials and excerpts

that will guide them in answering the

supporting question. Students will then

have the opportunity to demonstrate

understanding through a creative and

collaborative group effort. A suggested

project is outlined below.

Potential Material for Student

Research (use for day 1 of lesson)

 Text Sources

● This excerpt of “Sugar” by Khalil

Gibran Muhammad from the

1619 Project describes the

challenges faced by how many

formerly enslaved people (and

their descendants) following the

abolition of slavery. Modified

reading levels may be available

through Newsela.

● Students can follow up the

reading by watching the

20-minute video “Genealogist

Who Tracks Down Modern-Day

Slavery Practices” from Vice that

highlights the work of a

genealogist in Louisiana who

records ways that slavery

continued after the Civil War and

tracks down cases of modern

slavery. Text-dependent

questions are included here.

Text-dependent questions for

“Shell makes deal with Cosan in

Brazil despite slave labour

claims” from the nonprofit

Anti-Slavery

[.pdf] [.docx]

The 1619 Project Podcast

Listening Guide
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https://foodispower.org/human-labor-slavery/importing-slavery/
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https://newsela.com/read/nyt-1619-sugar-slave-trade-slavery/id/2000000230/
https://newsela.com/read/nyt-1619-sugar-slave-trade-slavery/id/2000000230/
https://youtu.be/6OXbJHsKB3I
https://youtu.be/6OXbJHsKB3I
https://youtu.be/6OXbJHsKB3I
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/bGBkI9kWghncuJVkesakrHKu3GXSQOmBI6EiqPaOP4FNLaFlj9.pdf
https://www.antislavery.org/shell-makes-deal-cosan-brazil-despite-slave-labour-claims/
https://www.antislavery.org/shell-makes-deal-cosan-brazil-despite-slave-labour-claims/
https://www.antislavery.org/shell-makes-deal-cosan-brazil-despite-slave-labour-claims/
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● This brief article, “Importing

Slavery” from Food

Empowerment Project, explores

how countries like the United

States have a history of

supporting and doing business

with companies that use modern

slave labor. Text-dependent

questions are included here.

● This article, “Shell makes deal

with Cosan in Brazil despite slave

labour claims” from the

nonprofit Anti-Slavery describes

a 2010 multi-billion dollar deal

between the oil giant Royal

Dutch Shell Company and a

sugar producer that has been

accused of using slave labor.

Text-dependent questions are

included here.

● The article, “Are your tinned

tomatoes picked by slave labor?”

by Tobias Jones and Ayo

Awokoya for The Guardian

describes the use Eastern

European and African

immigrants as slave laborers in

Italy.

Podcast

● 1619 podcast, episode 5: “The

Land of Our Fathers, Parts 1 & 2”

from The New York Times that

explores the history of Black land
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ownership in America through

the experience of the Provost

family, Black sugarcane farmers

from Louisiana. The Pulitzer

Center link here also includes a

listening guide and visual guide.

Video Sources

● The video, “Nestle 'to act over

child labour in cocoa industry'”

from BBC includes a video that

describes Nestle Corporation’s

use of child slave labor in the

Ivory Coast.

● This clip from the PBS Frontline

documentary Trafficked in

America describes the

experiences of Guatemalan teens

who migrated to the United

States for financial opportunity.

The story explores how the teens,

who now work at a factory in

Ohio, are now held in debt

bondage to the smuggler who

transported them across the

US-Mexico border.

Potential Assessments (use for day

2 of lesson)

● Students present a brief news

report on the links between sugar
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production and modern day

slavery. Students create a script

and visual, such as a

physical/digital poster board or

PowerPoint presentation, to

supplement their presentation.

● Teacher facilitates a class

discussion using one of the

discussion strategies described in

Facing History and Ourselves or

the blog, “The Big List of Class

Discussion Strategies” from

educator Jennifer Gonzalez.

1 day Compelling Question 2

formative assessment:

How has the model for

the cultivation of sugar

impacted the Western

Hemisphere today?

Students respond to compelling question

2 by identifying causes, and

corresponding effects, of sugar’s impact

on the Western Hemisphere. Students

then synthesize information from the

previous lessons, determine the most

significant effect, and provide reasoning

for what they have identified as the most

significant effect in a written assignment

or discussion.

Time permitting, students can create a

billboard advertisement that highlights

their position and provides data to

substantiate.
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Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 5

Compelling Question 3: How are Western culture, values, and beliefs enforced around the world, and is that enforcement a form of oppression?

1 day “White Culture” handout

from the training,

Transforming White

Privilege: A 21st Century

Leadership Capacity,

©CAPD, MP Associates,

World Trust Educational

Services, 2012. This resource

was used in a training on

racial justice conducted by

the city of Seattle for its

employees

Compelling Question 3,

Supporting Question 1:

Does our society view all

cultures as equal?

Potential Hook and

Implementation

● Using a teacher-created graphic

organizer, students brainstorm

different topics and examples

that speak to dominant cultural

values in America. Examples may

include what is and is not

considered professional dress,

speech, hair styles, music, tone,

words, etc. Students then explain

how they know which examples

are considered appropriate or

inappropriate, and where they

have seen these norms.

demonstrated and reinforced. 

● Students then examine the

handout, “White Culture” from

World Trust Educational

Services that was used in a

training on racial justice

conducted by the city of Seattle

for its employees.

● The teacher and students should

discuss each question and
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discuss possible/likely responses.

When discussing responses,

teachers may either ask students

to place themselves in the

perspective of professionals in

the workplace or they may

consider these questions in the

context of a school (substituting

“organization” for “school”.)

● The teacher should then facilitate

a discussion around the

implication of the likely

responses identified. Teachers

can ask, “How does our society

establish and reinforce a

dominant culture and practices?

What are the consequences for

not adhering to these

standards?”

● Students can then return to their

original responses from the

graphic organizer and use what

they learned in the discussion to

either modify or reinforce their

original ideas.

1-2 days Compelling Question 3,

Supporting Question 2:

How are some people

forced to hide their

cultures? Why?

The following lesson plans can be used

to guide students in an exploration of

the supporting question:

● Examining Identity and

Assimilation is a Learning for

Justice lesson plan that is built

around the question, “Was there

Examining Identity and

Assimilation lesson plan from

Learning for Justice

Resource from Learning for

Justice on methods and tools

to teach the resource, “Students
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ever a part of your identity you

had to hide?” Discussion

questions and activities are

included.

● This resource provided by

Learning for Justice, explores

ways that Africans were forced to

hide their cultures when they

were enslaved in the U.S. It

includes key points to know and

teach, as well as possible

resources and teaching

suggestions.

● Assimilation or Acculturation? is

a PBS Point of View lesson that

centers around a series of video

clips that depict the journey of a

young Chinese girl after a family

in New York adopts her.

Ultimately, students consider

how much they think immigrants

should maintain or let go of their

cultures when they move to the

United States. Activities and

guiding questions are included.

Note: The links to the video clips

provided in the lesson plan may

be broken. If so, use these.

● Assimilation Simulation, a lesson

plan from educator Amanda

Borow, places students in the

perspective of a member of an

Irish immigrant family who faces

a number of scenarios that deal

will discuss the nature,

persistence and impact of the

spiritual beliefs and cultures of

enslaved people”

Assimilation or Acculturation?

Lesson plan from PBS Point of

View and documentary clips for

the lesson [.pdf] [.docx]

Assimilation Simulation lesson

plan from educator Amanda

Borow

What was the purpose of the

Carlisle Indian Industrial

School? lesson plan from

Stanford History Education

Group

● Document A: Newspaper

excerpt [.pdf] [.docx]

● Lesson plan [.pdf] [.docx]

● Slides [.pdf] [.ppt]
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https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery/summary-objective-12
http://archive.pov.org/woainimommy/lesson-plan/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/wmaVSYACGjHh7edt24sYCvFgzLhJmS0OIEGYkkFYAL4ag2233i.pdf
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https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery/summary-objective-12
http://archive.pov.org/woainimommy/lesson-plan/
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https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/ga6ARp5f9L1e61pbNdd1VB4o2s62aM3A0yz3ahlYQBD7DxJmTt.docx
https://amandaborow.weebly.com/uploads/4/5/5/0/45500749/assimilation_simulation.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/sBRz2SpHQoMNGGbTumhEYl7ZEzu7GMJFCK6rlrpz1Wu782B4KJ.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/uW5jK8a7dLM5GlQutFWX7JR1cbfXNRGQQy8FeMmC0Pzx1R5e4s.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/dyerA4qxuZHHPJY4WccIL1dkQ7FBrB5uJTRrL2x9JJwR7Tbk4z.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/juZSaYFnnRFxqcMcgIeei4NOZ8r61siBT4RWR677p6K08HYgiT.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eW4iHKSDPDHCyANlZA3m6BWcGPz0VaYesn8uEYEhVQwnag0i3N.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/cTKwGhhodjt1V1HCrHcCucWy11vqATQIqlQsqUhAL6N8M23Kd9.pptx
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with cultural differences. For

each scenario, students must

decide how they will act. If

interested, teachers can modify

the identity of the family in the

simulation. Tasks and discussion

questions are included.

● What was the purpose of the

Carlisle Indian Industrial

School? is a Stanford History

Education Group lesson that uses

primary sources to show how

Indigenous people in the U.S.

were forced to hide their cultures

as part of a

government-mandated

residential school system for

Indigenous children that lasted

decades.
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Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 6

Continuing with Compelling Question 3: How are Western culture, values, and beliefs enforced around the world, and is that enforcement a

form of oppression?

2-3 days “What is Cultural

Appropriation” video from

the web series Origin of

Everything produced by PBS

(:57-1:48)

The guest blog, “Addressing

Cultural Appropriation in the

Classroom: Tools and

Resource” in Education

Week by Jason Papallo and

M’Liss DeWald, staff

members at the National

Conference for Community

Justice

“Keeping Up with the

Kardashians Is Ending. But

Their Exploitation of Black

Women’s Aesthetics

Continues” by Cady Lang for

Time magazine

Compelling Question 3,

Supporting Question 3:

How have current

Western cultural

practices been

appropriated from other

cultures?

Implementation:

After introducing students to the

concept of cultural appropriation and

allowing students to create working

definitions, students can engage in an

in-depth case study about cultural

appropriation using some of the

provided examples. Several of the

discussion strategies included in the unit

plan may be used with the case study

resources.

Possible Hooks

● Students watch the video, “What

is Cultural Appropriation” from

the web series Origin of

Everything produced by PBS

(:57-1:48) to define

appropriation and explore

examples of cultural

appropriation.

● Students examine images from

the media of cultural

Discussion strategies for

exploring case studies about

cultural appropriation [.pdf]

[.docx]

Text-dependent questions for

“Keeping Up with the

Kardashians Is Ending. But

Their Exploitation of Black

Women’s Aesthetics Continues”

by Cady Lang for Time

magazine [.pdf] [.docx]

Text-dependent questions for

videos exploring accusations of

cultural appropriation in the

fashion industry [.pdf] [.docx]

Excerpt of “Popular Music” by

Wesley Morris and

text-dependent questions

[.pdf] [.docx]
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https://youtu.be/VQgF1f557YY
https://youtu.be/VQgF1f557YY
https://youtu.be/VQgF1f557YY
https://youtu.be/VQgF1f557YY
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://www.nccj.org/
https://www.nccj.org/
https://www.nccj.org/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/pCnX6p0FQ28XLY8CcABjgQMAW0HUitkQc722qAjcqQ0EVofv1n.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQgF1f557YY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQgF1f557YY
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/pCnX6p0FQ28XLY8CcABjgQMAW0HUitkQc722qAjcqQ0EVofv1n.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/uRVUQSqKvQEOv3Hbbx4kcFV9OKuibmG5sWFxXb1yfhNFFrbKK2.docx
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/qp3k4DHNofWJKiONsSvj0SWbFB33W83ZEgesEPNeUMIEjGl4pS.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/lrSrquV7dEnMsUrgGS5rzryVcf5pXWhF4M8W5bszslHRgWPgqD.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iOd2z3VqBB5EzeLz6zZo6r88TmzrRq0Yk1sH9fbUrmDhp5Pyy1.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/qQOpdr7qLsxz0ZR7cqrjBplCCxn2pJKX8EV7ASYOLAu2PRG6PN.docx
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eYJjgjf507R9LdJQYYdkZQjrjDFkVmiOWTuPVEYt9HcYzafFqL.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eYFXUWvfIdmw2Wj8b9fTRw77eKAkT32HEOGqCk7OylvikSfihI.docx
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“The Birth of American

Music” by Wesley Morris

and/or the related 1619

podcast, episode 3: “The

Birth of American Music”

“TikTok Influencer Of Color

Faced `Frustrating’ Obstacle

Trying To Add The Word

‘Black’ To His Creator

Marketplace Bio” by Abram

Brown for Forbes

“Black TikTok creators are

on strike to protest a lack of

credit for their work”by

Sharon Pruitt Young for NPR

can introduce students to the

Black TikTok Strike

“Tik Tok’s Black Creators Go

on Strike” Kalhan Rosenblatt

for NBC News

appropriation and compare how

the individuals who are

appropriating cultural elements

are viewed similarly or

differently from individuals who

are engaging in these elements as

part of their own cultures. (ex:

fashion, hair styles, music, etc.)

Possible Resources and Case

Studies

● The guest blog, “Addressing

Cultural Appropriation in the

Classroom: Tools and Resource”

in Education Week by Jason

Papallo and M’Liss DeWald,two

staff members at the National

Conference for Community

Justice, includes several useful

definitions, videos, text

selections, discussion questions,

and activities that teachers can

utilize.

Fashion and Beauty Case Study

● “Keeping Up with the

Kardashians Is Ending. But Their

Exploitation of Black Women’s

Aesthetics Continues” is an

article from Time magazine.

Discussion questions are

available here.

● The following videos express

commentary about appropriation

Text-dependent question for

resources from NPR, NBC

News, and Forbes on strikes by

Black creators on Tik-Tok

[.pdf] [.docx]
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https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/The%20Birth%20of%20American%20Music%20by%20Wesley%20Morris.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/The%20Birth%20of%20American%20Music%20by%20Wesley%20Morris.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rncWMVEM8rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rncWMVEM8rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rncWMVEM8rc
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/l25pFGk7mQkkgN9k3yaQVLnAFzeJkhD2gNwj5ls5gmcNIkFPWG.pdf
https://www.nccj.org/
https://www.nccj.org/
https://www.nccj.org/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://time.com/6072750/kardashians-blackfishing-appropriation/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/qp3k4DHNofWJKiONsSvj0SWbFB33W83ZEgesEPNeUMIEjGl4pS.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/mhUKZVjTwtneR4LxAAPuhduTbU8BY9prNDW9p8Hxcg9YiCvaW6.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/gROZTIfRXY5E6sWRDOWIZXC8wDD8H9VESlQd2RoH6f9tugM0HF.docx
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in the fashion industry (Note:

Teachers may want to discuss

how this source differs from the

other news sources and primary

sources explored in the unit.):

o Cultural appropriation in

the creative industry

o Gucci’s ‘blackface’ jumper

and major fashion

controversies

o Deon Cole On fashion's

blackface problem (start

at: 50) is from an

interview on Conan

O’Brien’s show

o Discussion questions for

all three sources are

included here.

Music Case Study

● Is Bruno Mars a cultural

appropriator? is an episode from

The Grapevine, which is a

YouTube series featuring panels

on various topics. The teacher

may have students track varying

ideas and claims offered in the

video. Following the episode, the

teacher can facilitate a class

discussion with the same

question using a discussion

activity like philosophical chairs.

Note: Teachers may want to

discuss how this source differs

from the other news sources and
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua-aZ_wZSRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua-aZ_wZSRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MZlkiGVkWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MZlkiGVkWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MZlkiGVkWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URBoOC-9unE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URBoOC-9unE
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/iOd2z3VqBB5EzeLz6zZo6r88TmzrRq0Yk1sH9fbUrmDhp5Pyy1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9NTvCyprsA&t=1025s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9NTvCyprsA&t=1025s
https://www.youtube.com/c/TheGrapevineTV/about
https://learn.teachingchannel.com/video/reading-like-a-historian-taking-positions
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primary sources explored in the

unit.

● The article “The Birth of

American Music” by Wesley

Morris and/or the related 1619

podcast, episode 3: “The Birth of

American Music” can be used in

full, or the teacher may provide

excerpts. Sample discussion

questions from the Pulitzer

Center are included here. The

Pulitzer Center activities

Highlighting Black American

Innovators and Erasure Poetry

may be used with the article or

podcast.

Dance Case Study

● The articles “TikTok Influencer

Of Color Faced `Frustrating’

Obstacle Trying To Add The

Word ‘Black’ To His Creator

Marketplace Bio” by Abram

Brown for Forbes or “Black

TikTok creators are on strike to

protest a lack of credit for their

work” by Sharon Pruitt Young for

NPR can introduce students to

the Black TikTok Strike, as can

the video, “Tik Tok’s Black

Creators Go on Strike” from NBC

News. Discussion questions are

included here.
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https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/The%20Birth%20of%20American%20Music%20by%20Wesley%20Morris.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/The%20Birth%20of%20American%20Music%20by%20Wesley%20Morris.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/The%20Birth%20of%20American%20Music%20by%20Wesley%20Morris.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/podcasts/1619-black-american-music-appropriation.html
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/eYJjgjf507R9LdJQYYdkZQjrjDFkVmiOWTuPVEYt9HcYzafFqL.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/builder/lesson/activities-extend-student-engagement
https://pulitzercenter.org/builder/lesson/activities-extend-student-engagement
https://pulitzercenter.org/builder/lesson/activities-extend-student-engagement
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/07/07/tiktok-black-creators-creator-marketplace-black-lives-matter/?sh=126d800d6d24
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1011899328/black-tiktok-creators-are-on-strike-to-protest-a-lack-of-credit-for-their-work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rncWMVEM8rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rncWMVEM8rc
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/mhUKZVjTwtneR4LxAAPuhduTbU8BY9prNDW9p8Hxcg9YiCvaW6.pdf
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● As an activity, students can

conduct a virtual gallery walk

where they are put into groups

and assigned to watch two

videos. The videos will be of

Black content creators and a

white content creator performing

the same dances on Jimmy

Fallon. Here is the white content

creator, Addison Rae, who first

performed on Jimmy Fallon.

Here is the link to the follow-up

segment where Fallon

interviewed each of the Black

content creators before they

performed their dances.

● Provided the teacher wants

students to view the dances first

without context, here are

start/stop points for each of the

dances performed by the Black

content creators (1:28-1:44,

3:47-4:09, 5:47-6:04)

● Have students discuss why they

believe the white content creator

was featured on Jimmy Fallon

and not the Black content creator

at first.

● Have students place their

findings on a poster paper,

presentation slide, or post it on

sites like mentimeter before

presenting to the class.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPgAfPlsSg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPgAfPlsSg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bdal1YTQjIY
https://www.mentimeter.com/
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2-3 days Compelling Question 3,

Supporting Question 4:

How have traditional

Western values, as well

as appropriated cultural

practices, been enforced

upon others?

Implementation:

This lesson concerns the legacy of

imperialism. Students will engage with

the following resources and activities to

support their exploration of the

compelling question. The teacher or

students may select a case study to

examine in-depth in order to answer the

supporting question. The provided

discussion strategies may again be used

to supplement the case study resources.

If students are unfamiliar with

imperialism, a background lesson may

be necessary.

Case Study: School and Workplace

Dress, Appearance, and

Professionalism Case Study

 Possible Hook

● Pose the following question and

discuss: Should people be

arrested for sagging their

pants?

● Then, show this video from an

NBC local news affiliate KTAL

news in Shreveport, Louisiana

bout protests against a sagging

pants ordinance with students

and discuss.

Background lesson plans on

imperialism and globalization

from the Origins program at

Ohio State University

Video from an NBC local news

affiliate KTAL news in

Shreveport, Louisiana about

protests against a sagging pants

ordinance

The lesson plan, “Hair, Identity,

and Bias” from the

Anti-Defamation League

“Here are some of the best

reactions to Turkey Leg Hut’s

new dress code” by Shelby

Stewart for the Houston

Chronicle

Text-dependent questions for

“Here are some of the best

reactions to Turkey Leg Hut’s

new dress code” by Shelby

Stewart for the Houston

Chronicle [.pdf] [.docx]

Video, “Outrage after high

school wrestler forced to cut his

hair” from ABC News

Text-dependent questions for
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https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGPp5OCQERw
https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://origins.osu.edu/tag/imperialism-and-globalization
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGPp5OCQERw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGPp5OCQERw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGPp5OCQERw
https://www.adl.org/media/9973/download
https://www.adl.org/media/9973/download
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kbdY20JLpaoxHwKtq76MfVQjBTMBAq8yxa6mlNF2Jc3sFcQNyO.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/hpsEuD4J53VdVH1TZtSWis7OQRj8Kg3Fjkjr7ihFbnTHYrvUrv.docx
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wg80sPngFlW1zzoQJVFYVgXhZg8fM4_Zm57qMHUDmH0/edit?usp=sharing
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Existing Lesson Plan

● The lesson, “Hair, Identity, and

Bias” from the Anti-Defamation

League asks students to analyze

the case of a Massachusetts

charter school that disciplined

several Black girls for wearing

their hair in braids with

extensions. Texts, discussion

questions, and activities are

included.

Additional Resources

● This 2021 article, “Here are some

of the best reactions to Turkey

Leg Hut’s new dress code” by

Shelby Stewart for the Houston

Chronicle covers a dress code

that a popular restaurant

implemented, which has been

accused of having anti-Black

undertones. Text-dependent

questions are included here.

● This video, “The History of Black

Hair” from YouTube

content-creator Chime provides a

history of Black hair, connects

hair to African cultures and

traditions, and examines how

hair has been policed since

slavery. The teacher may have

the video, “Outrage after high

school wrestler forced to cut his

hair” from ABC News [.pdf]

[.docx]

The lesson plan, “The

School-to-Prison Pipeline” by

Joseph A. Scarpa from

Montclair University

The blog, “Requiring Students

to Walk in Straight Lines, a

punitive measure or effective

management?” from EdLanta

“Standardizing Imperialism” by

Christine Sleeter for the

nonprofit Rethinking Schools

Text-dependent questions for

“Standardizing Imperialism” by

Christine Sleeter for the

nonprofit Rethinking Schools

[.pdf] [.docx]

The article and video, “Boston

Schools Have Vowed to Combat

‘Racist’ Maps. Experts Want a

Better Geography Curriculum”

by Kevin Mahnken for The 74th
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https://www.adl.org/media/9973/download
https://www.adl.org/media/9973/download
https://www.adl.org/media/9973/download
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://www.chron.com/food/article/houston-Turkey-Leg-Hut-dress-code-reactions-16295439.php
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/kbdY20JLpaoxHwKtq76MfVQjBTMBAq8yxa6mlNF2Jc3sFcQNyO.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U48565qmqUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U48565qmqUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U48565qmqUk
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/darcagLLWccdOLnD9fNjq4zHe9xLT1CrJygiVLGCwPMo6IFCty.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/sk2uytmJzv5vB7cAYSsxxLu6HQeUjHYyEkjAwMRhcOhGpmYKFa.docx
https://www.montclair.edu/holocaust-genocide-and-human-rights-education-project/wp-content/uploads/sites/176/2018/10/Joseph-Scarpa_Lesson-Plan.pdf
https://www.montclair.edu/holocaust-genocide-and-human-rights-education-project/wp-content/uploads/sites/176/2018/10/Joseph-Scarpa_Lesson-Plan.pdf
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/jduEQdRvjuAkIBDa2dkHLZkrCaktkRauPHmzf99BT69OgUd3Rp.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/cAhhmkyeorlenmqeDoHTFyE4FtdyfdI3IcbmKn65VPNjiRXucf.docx
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
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students track and record

significant moments and stories,

as well as perspectives shared in

the eight-minute video.

Following the video, the teacher

can facilitate a class discussion

using a discussion activity like

conver-stations.

● This video, “Outrage after high

school wrestler forced to cut his

hair” from ABC News focuses on

a Black high school wrestler who

was forced to cut his hair in order

to compete in a match.

Discussion questions are

included here.

● Teachers may present students

with contrasting pictures and,

one-at-a-time, ask students to

respond to the images using the

following questions:

o How is the individual

dressed?

o What words are

associated with their

appearance?

o How might others in

society describe the

image?

o Examples of images: 1, 2,

3, and 4.

School Policies and Curriculum

Case Study
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https://learn.teachingchannel.com/video/conver-stations-strategy
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/outrage-high-school-wrestler-forced-cut-hair-59995368
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/darcagLLWccdOLnD9fNjq4zHe9xLT1CrJygiVLGCwPMo6IFCty.pdf
https://www.talk-business.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/shutterstock_563534299.jpg
https://hips.hearstapps.com/esq.h-cdn.co/assets/17/04/2560x1280/landscape-1485377105-sagging-pants.jpg?resize=980:*
https://www.byrdie.com/thmb/ld1VSiFxdZXF_ttLIGxSzi1xdr0=/800x0/filters:no_upscale():max_bytes(150000):strip_icc():format(webp)/cdn.cliqueinc.com__cache__posts__265737__undefined-265737-1534796734852-main.700x0c-7ed86b50704a48479c4468e1a33b4967.jpg
https://www.byrdie.com/thmb/ld1VSiFxdZXF_ttLIGxSzi1xdr0=/800x0/filters:no_upscale():max_bytes(150000):strip_icc():format(webp)/cdn.cliqueinc.com__cache__posts__265737__undefined-265737-1534796734852-main.700x0c-7ed86b50704a48479c4468e1a33b4967.jpg
https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/5b7b41bdc258b45a46560e4b/1534807680605-C5RUCP6ER2BAJDWE0B0P/Professional+Hair+Cuts+in+Oklahoma+City
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 Existing Lesson Plan

● The lesson plan, “The

School-to-Prison Pipeline” by

Joseph A. Scarpa from Montclair

University examines the hidden

factors that promote negative

consequences for marginalized

students and the way that the

American education system

perpetuates the School-to-Prison

pipeline. Resources are included

in the bibliography, and

discussion questions and

activities are included in the

lesson plan.

 Additional Resources

● The blog, “Requiring Students to

Walk in Straight Lines, a punitive

measure or effective

management?” from EdLanta,

questions whether school policies

(i.e. walking in a straight line)

are effective management

strategies or punitive measures.

Teachers may have students

annotate the article by

underlining or marking up

claims/evidence for both

positions in two different colors.

Following the article, students

may record their reactions and
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https://www.montclair.edu/holocaust-genocide-and-human-rights-education-project/wp-content/uploads/sites/176/2018/10/Joseph-Scarpa_Lesson-Plan.pdf
https://www.montclair.edu/holocaust-genocide-and-human-rights-education-project/wp-content/uploads/sites/176/2018/10/Joseph-Scarpa_Lesson-Plan.pdf
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
https://edlanta.org/2019/09/requiring-students-to-walk-in-straight-lines-a-punitive-measure-or-effective-management/
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thoughts based on their

experiences with similar school

policies and practices. Next, the

teacher may facilitate a class

discussion using strategies like

philosophical chairs or fishbowl. 

● The article, “Standardizing

Imperialism” by Christine Sleeter

for the nonprofit Rethinking

Schools correlates the way that

U.S. imperialism is taught (or

ignored in schools) with U.S.

foreign policy. Text-dependent

questions are included here.

● Similarly, the article and video,

“Boston Schools Have Vowed to

Combat ‘Racist’ Maps. Experts

Want a Better Geography

Curriculum” by Kevin Mahnken

for The 74th describe efforts and

demands within the Boston

school system to teach geography

in a more culturally responsive,

inclusive, and accurate manner.

Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 7

Formative Assessment for Compelling Question 3: How are Western culture, values, and beliefs enforced around the world, and is that
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https://learn.teachingchannel.com/video/reading-like-a-historian-taking-positions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkWl9b0FZSE
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/standardizing-imperialism/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/jduEQdRvjuAkIBDa2dkHLZkrCaktkRauPHmzf99BT69OgUd3Rp.pdf
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
https://www.the74million.org/article/boston-schools-have-vowed-to-combat-racist-maps-experts-want-a-better-geography-curriculum/
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enforcement a form of oppression?

2-3 days Compelling Question 3,

Supporting Question 5:

What are the

long-lasting effects of

cultural supremacy for

people from dominant

cultural groups?

Implementation:

In answering this final supporting

question, students explore a

combination of the following resources.

The resources incorporate topics that are

frequently heard and discussed in

contemporary news stories and the

public discourse. Examples include

white privilege, white fragility, and the

use of blackface by dominant

communities to ridicule marginalized

communities.

Potential Hook/Introduction

● Have students answer the

question, “What is privilege?” in

their own words. Have students

share their answers out loud.

● Watch the following video,

“Privilege Explained” produced

by podcaster and blogger Jay

Shetty and have students look for

examples of privilege throughout

the video. Stop the video

periodically to show the first few

examples of privilege.

● Have students note the

interactions between the three

characters and the role they play

in this skit.

Discussion questions for the

video, “Privilege Explained”

produced by podcaster and

blogger Jay Shetty [.pdf]

[.docx]

The lesson plan, “Talking about

Race and Privilege” from the

National Association of School

Psychologists

The lesson plan, “The History of

Minstrel Shows and Jim Crow”

from the Gilder Lehrman

Center for the Study of Slavery,

Resistance, and Abolition at

Yale University

CBS Sunday Morning piece,

“Blackface, a cultural history of

a racist art form,” by Maurice

Dubois

This video from The Guardian

combines interview excerpts

with Robin DiAngelo and pop

culture video segments to

introduce the term “white

fragility” and explore how white

fragility reinforces racism.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUO3yN8eFg
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/tkaDGcrbF6o4iq4EOnoqjOQZyDiMytRPFhZ7v6Q1dFX7EyxOXm.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/im8x1sDk1HeL4SoTN7ncb5zSLS2WGFwYyq5sIypfgRHYq8lpzI.docx
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://glc.yale.edu/outreach/teaching-resources/teacher-professional-development-programs/past-teacher-development-15
https://glc.yale.edu/outreach/teaching-resources/teacher-professional-development-programs/past-teacher-development-15
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvIO2GU8yTU
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● Ask students any of these

potential discussion questions.

● Discuss answers with the class

and have the class reflect on how

they see examples from the video

play out in their lives.

● As a possible extension, discuss

with students possible

intersections of marginalized

people who have less power than

others (i.e. the privileges

afforded to multicultural women

vs. multicultural men.)

Existing Lesson Plans

● The lesson plan, “Talking about

Race and Privilege” from the

National Association of School

Psychologists helps students

define the concept of privilege

and identify examples of

privilege (or lack of) in their lives

or the worlds in which they live.

Resources include common

definitions, teacher notes,

student discussion questions, a

privilege aptitude test, and

reflection questions.

● The lesson plan, “The History of

Minstrel Shows and Jim Crow”

from the Gilder Lehrman Center

for the Study of Slavery,

Resistance, and Abolition at Yale

Text-dependent questions for

the article, “The lengthy history

of white politicians wearing

blackface — and getting a pass”

by Cleve R. Wootson Jr. for the

The Washington Post [.pdf]

[.docx]
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/11rL5F1gb2MlWzpXovEUtzmFzLmRfFFksCu6NhZgRA8g/edit?usp=sharing
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/tkaDGcrbF6o4iq4EOnoqjOQZyDiMytRPFhZ7v6Q1dFX7EyxOXm.pdf
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/diversity-and-social-justice/social-justice/social-justice-lesson-plans/talking-about-race-and-privilege-lesson-plan-for-middle-and-high-school-students
https://glc.yale.edu/outreach/teaching-resources/teacher-professional-development-programs/past-teacher-development-15
https://glc.yale.edu/outreach/teaching-resources/teacher-professional-development-programs/past-teacher-development-15
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/02/16/lengthy-history-white-politicians-who-wore-blackface-got-pass/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/02/16/lengthy-history-white-politicians-who-wore-blackface-got-pass/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/02/16/lengthy-history-white-politicians-who-wore-blackface-got-pass/
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/dpKqMR4AFXrJBDIo3KoVdqFbGBJJPXdxmhvZXJg0mt2LPkSo4q.pdf
https://pulitzercenter.org/sites/default/files/inline-images/s4q10wODI0u295RwPuUKL5sKF53IoxlZXZMtMM3iIiHStYcY9E.docx
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University provides a history of

minstrel shows and Jim Crow

laws and policies. All required

resources are included.

 Additional Potential Material

Video Sources

● This CBS Sunday Morning piece,

“Blackface, a cultural history of a

racist art form,” by Maurice

Dubois provides a history of

blackface in America.

● This video from The Guardian

combines interview excerpts with

Robin DiAngelo and pop culture

video segments to introduce the

term “white fragility” and explore

how white fragility reinforces

racism. 

Text Sources

● The article, “The lengthy history

of white politicians wearing

blackface — and getting a pass”

by Cleve R. Wootson Jr. for The

Washington Post provides a

history of white politicians –

throughout the country and

across the political spectrum –

getting caught wearing blackface

with few consequences.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqlD-eZm1ck
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Discussion questions are

included here.

1 day Compelling Question 3

formative assessment:

How are Western

culture, values, and

beliefs enforced around

the world, and is that

enforcement a form of

oppression?

Students will identify current examples

of ways that western culture, values and

beliefs are enforced in society and mass

media. Students then develop and

support a series of claims about whether

or not these are forms of oppression.

Time permitting, students may design a

basic plan for a documentary that

highlights the origin and evolution of

appropriated and oppressed cultures.
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Pacing Focus text(s) / resource(s)

for today’s lesson

Lesson Objective(s) or

Essential Question(s)

Lesson / Activities Lesson Materials

Week 8

Performance Task

Several

days

Students will be able

to…

1. Recognize and

challenge

varying forms of

white supremacy

and Western

cultural

domination.

2. Describe the

historic and

current links that

exist between

capitalism and

oppression.

Students apply their analyses from the

unit to one of the following performance

tasks.

Performance Task Option 1

Role: Students will assume the role of a

grassroots organization that seeks to

educate Black individuals and families

throughout the Americas and create

action on issues of financial and cultural

dominance perpetuated in the Western

Hemisphere.

Audience: The target audience

represents Black families in America.

Situation: In an attempt to dismantle

systems that uphold oppression,

students will work in groups to simulate

a grassroots organization that has

determined that the best course of action

is to create a protest that informs Black

communities on the ways that resources

like sugar have benefitted some while
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oppressing others both in the past and in

present-day. Students then develop a

call to action that encourages a boycott

of specific sugar brands and provides

healthy alternative sweeteners.

Product/Performance: The final

product will be the creation of an action

plan that describes what is required to

plan and simulate a protest around their

school campus.  Students will work in

groups of five and will be assigned one of

the following roles: 

● Speaker: The face and

spokesperson of the grassroots

organization.      

● Artist: Responsible for creating

art (posters, poems, songs,

commercials)

● Historian: In charge of taking

pictures or recording

video(iPad) 

● Statistician: Responsible for

collecting data

● Social Media/Organizer:

Responsible for branding,

advertising, and promoting the

protest.

The action plan for this protest  will

include:

● Stated goals and objectives

● Means to accomplish goals and

objectives
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● Required resources and

personnel

● Advanced planning for the action

● Agenda for the protest with

minute-by-minute planning

● Descriptions or samples of

materials that will be utilized

Performance Task Option 2

Role: Students will assume the roles of

producers, directors, writers, and

historians to research and plan a

documentary that highlights the

challenges faced by marginalized

communities as they try to preserve their

culture throughout history. Students will

show how cultures have been

marginalized, and how marginalized

cultures have been adapted and sold to

mainstream audiences without

benefiting the people who created the

cultures.

Audience: PBS, National Geographic,

The History Channel, Discovery, BET,

and other Public Entities who represent

marginalized communities and produce

documentary films.

Situation: While students are learning

that people have a history of exchanging

cultural practices, they will work to

exhibit how certain cultural practices
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that originate from certain communities

are being exploited by others. Students

will show how Western cultures have

been influenced by outside entities, and

how western culture capitalizes off of the

monetization of the cultural practices

from other cultures. Students will also

show how the communities whose

cultures have been appropriated have

been oppressed for expressing that

culture throughout history. The

exhibition of this practice is done in

hopes to bring awareness to not only the

students themselves, but to the

mainstream audiences that digest and

invest in the appropriation of

marginalized cultures.

Product/Performance: Students will

create a documentary that highlights the

origin of appropriated and oppressed

cultures, beginning with cultural

practices adopted and restricted by

Western Europeans in Mid Century

Europe/America (ex: Covering of black

women’s hair during Chattel Slavery- the

increased popularity of cornrows in high

fashion), and they will show how this

practice of appropriating cultures has

progressed to modern-day appropriation

by contemporary artists and other public

figures and institutions.

Performance Task Option 3
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Role: Students will assume the role of

social activists who seek to educate

Black individuals and families

throughout the Americas and create

actions on the issues of financial and

cultural dominance perpetuated in the

Western Hemisphere.
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